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Religious Persecution in Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queene 
In recent years, some scholars have moved away from using the term "Renaissance" to 
describe the literary period in England that begins in the early 16th century, includes the 171h, and 
concludes in the mid-18th century. Their work now favors the label, "Early Modem." As the 
preferred term suggests, looking to the Early Modem period, we see that many modem concepts 
and processes find their beginnings in this critical period of history. For example, this is the 
period of Francis Bacon (1561-1626), who argued the need for an empirical ,  inductive approach 
to science that refuted status quo Aristotelian methods and ushered in use of the modem 
scientific method. It is also the period of the Protestant Reformation, a series of events that 
dramatically and indelibly shifted the landscape of the Western religious world as Protestant 
sects divided themselves from the Roman Catholic church. Because church and state were 
inseparable, monarchs had to deal with serious divisions among their citizens as they organized 
their state church. Early-Modem philosophers, theologians, poets, and playwrights grapple with 
the consequences of the Reformation and what it meant for their society, the individual believer, 
and the state. Scholars that are interested in the intellectual and philosophical history of ideas 
surrounding religious toleration and persecution and religious and political leaders that deal 
directly with issues of religion in society would do well to familiarize themselves with Early 
Modem discourses. Though the circumstances of our world have changed, writings of notable, 
influential thinkers of the period such as Thomas More, Jeremy Taylor, Richard Hooker, and 
John Milton articulate arguments that still resonate with current issues and debates. Some offer 
insightful arguments in defense of toleration and pluralism. From others we discern what fears 
and beliefs fueled their defenses of persecution that should help us recognize dangerous mindsets 
to avoid. 
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Those interested in questions of religious toleration specifically in the Elizabethan era 
should also consider the work of Edmund Spenser ( 1 552- 1 599). In his epic poem, The Faerie 
Queene, Spenser allegorizes Elizabeth and England as she attempted steady her kingdom by 
enacting policies to address the increasing religious fragmentation caused by the Reformation. 
As he states in his "Letter to Raleigh:" "In that Faery Queene I mean glory in my generall 
intention, but in my particular I conceive the most excellent and glorious person of our soveraine 
the Queene, and her kingdom in Faery land." Elizabeth is figured in the epic through other 
characters as well, including Una, Britomart, and Mercilla. Because some of the most critical 
issues Elizabeth dealt with in her reign were questions raised by the Reformation, including what 
measure of toleration to extend to those who differed with her religiously, renderings of political 
and religious situations appear throughout the text. 
Alongside Richard Hooker, master of the Temple Church in London and author of Of the 
Lawes of Ecclesiastical! Politie that defends the Anglican church and Elizabeth as its rightful 
head, Spenser is the greatest champion of Elizabeth I and her "middle way." Her middle way, 
also known as her religious settlement, was codified in the 1 559 Act of Uniformity. Through the 
Act, Elizabeth made changes in law that reflected her attempt to extend religious toleration in 
England. For example, Elizabeth made reading of the prescribed 1 552 prayer book mandatory in 
all church services, but she made modifications to the text that allowed for greater possibilities of 
interpretation in order to "accommodate all viewpoints" (Somerset 80) . In provisions of the 1559 
Act, "A similar spirit of moderation was discemable in the sections of the bill dealing with those 
who disrupted religious uniformity" (Somerset 80). Those who were not in compliance with the 
new rules, such as Clergymen who deviated from the ordained prayer book as they conducted 
services, faced a relatively lenient punishment: a fine of one year's salary and imprisonment for 
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six months (Somerset 80) .  Citizens who missed weekly attendance at church were only punished 
by the small fine of a shill ing per week and taking the communion at church was not mandatory 
for them (Somerset 80). In summary: 
The Queen prided herself on having established a Church which was at once remarkably 
broad in its appeal without being in any way inconsistent with the truth. Mass could no 
longer be legally celebrated, and there was a degree of compulsion in the requirement for 
regular attendance at church, but so long as her subjects showed outward conformity, 
there was no effort to delve into their innermost beliefs. By the standards of the day, this 
was remarkably enlightened. (Somerset 80-8 1 )  
In The Faerie Queene, Spenser seems to agree with this assessment as he praises Elizabeth and 
her policies as wise, merciful, and just. He also praises them as moderate, and characterizes them 
as the middle way between the Christian polar extremes of Roman Catholicism and radical 
Protestantism. However, though Elizabeth' s  religious policies may have been moderate, it is  
apparent that her moderation did not equal toleration. Elizabeth 's  reign was full of religious 
persecution toward those who differed from her religiously. Because Spenser champions Queen 
Elizabeth, his work helps modem audiences understand how for Spenser, and for those who 
thought like him, her violent and suppressive policies were justified. 
One way that Spenser justifies Elizabeth ' s  intolerant policies in the epic is  by villainizing 
the challenges Elizabeth faced in the establishment and maintenance of her uniform state 
religion. It should be remembered that there was no separation of church and state in this period, 
which means that religious matters carried political consequences. The enforcement of 
Elizabeth' s  religious policies that resulted in persecution stemmed largely from the goal of 
maintaining political stability. Spenser villainizes ideas and groups of people who threaten that 
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stability. By closely analyzing his villains, it can be understood what specifically Spenser, and 
likely Elizabeth as well, found so dangerous about each of the things they represent. Further, as 
his heroes encounter the villains, they show Spenser justifies how Elizabeth handled threats to 
her successful reign, even when her policies resulted in violence. 
Book one of The Faerie Queene is an important place to begin looking at Spenser 's  
villains. The stated purpose of book one is to  fashion the moral virtue of holiness (Spenser 1 -3). 
Spenser defines and teaches this virtue through development of the book's  central hero, 
Redcrosse Knight. Redcrosse is guided on his quest by his beloved Una, the religious incarnation 
of Elizabeth and the church. Una' s name suggests that there is only one true church, one correct 
voice for Redcrosse to follow. Her name alone, which is given to the reader in the first canto of 
the first book, begins to suggest a lack of toleration for opposing religious views. Many of the 
villains in book one represent the allegorical foes Elizabeth faces in maintaining the one correct 
church and its correct religious principles that lead to holiness and political stability. Paying 
close attention to how Una and Redcrosse deal with the villains, we can see Spenser weighing in 
on the big philosophical,  religious, and political debates of his period. Ultimately, he upholds 
Elizabeth' s  policies as just, as Una and Redcrosse encounter and defeat each foe. 
The first chapter of this thesis will focus on the villain Error to establish the conditions in 
England under which Elizabeth negotiated her policies. Print technology and rising literacy rates 
were on the rise and presented difficult challenges to maintaining uniformity and stability. 
Elizabeth responded to these challenges by practicing censorship to stymie subversive ideas 
before they had a chance to grow within her realm. For example, Elizabeth established a High 
Commission that was responsible for putting "in execution throughout the realm the Acts (I 
Elizabeth) of Uniformity and Supremacy and to inquire touching all heretical opinions, seditious 
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books, contempts, false rumours and the like and hear and determine the same" (Clegg 36). The 
work of the High Commission was informed by Elizabeth's 1 559 Injunctions, one item of which 
required licensing for the ability to print that gave her High Commission control over what was 
printed in England (Clegg 37). In 1 599 the Archbishop of Canterbury, John Whitgift, and the 
Bishop of London, Richard Bancroft, issued an order that resulted in the burnings of seven books 
and the ban of printing of any further books by two authors, Thomas N ashe and Gabriel Harvey 
(Clegg 1 98). The order also specified that any satires and epigrams were not to be printed, and 
that histories and plays could not be printed without Privy Council approval (Clegg 1 98). These 
bans became known as the "Bishops' ban," and are a good example of how Elizabeth used 
censorship to protect the stability of her reign by tightly controlling subversive ideas. In chapter 
one, I wil l  argue that Spenser articulates concerns about print technology that aids treason and 
heresy as it fuels religious fragmentation. Further, I will argue that he uses these concerns to 
justify Elizabethan censorship and her enforced state religion. 
After establishing the difficult landscape under which Elizabeth is enacting her policies, I 
will move to examining how Spenser represents her actual policies that deal with religious 
extremists, beginning with Roman Catholicism. It is well known that practicing Catholics were 
treated harshly in Elizabeth's England. Those who were convicted of treason, an offense often 
preceded by accusations of recusancy or heresy, were punished "by imprisonment, torture to 
extract confession, forced conversion and death, which often involved the practice of 
disembowelment of the live victim, having one's  entrails burned as one watched, followed by the 
quartering of one ' s  body, whose parts were then taken off to the four comers of the country to 
serve as a warning to other would-be traitors" (Coonradt 82-83). Book one ' s  central villains, 
Duessa and Archimago, represent Catholicism. Looking closely at Duessa's banishment scene in 
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book one, canto eight, my second chapter will suggest a political reading that reveals Spenser's 
condonement of Elizabeth's harsh punishments of her Catholic citizens. 
After examining the vil lains Error and Duessa in book one, I will move to book five that 
stands alongside book one as helpful in offering insight into the more disturbing aspects of 
Elizabethan policy and history, though it is an admittedly complicated and difficult book. It has 
been observed that book five is, "one of the most challenging meditations on justice in English 
literature," that leaves scholars puzzling whether Spenser criticizes or champions the shocking 
violence meted out for justice in the book (Stoll ix) .  Book five explores the virtue of justice 
through the adventures of the hero Artegall ,  who is joined by his servant, Talus. Just as 
Redcrosse is joined by Una, who is Elizabeth and the church incarnate, Talus is an incarnation of 
Elizabeth's state and the mechanism that dispenses justice when dealing with issues such as 
heresy and treason. Because of their special roles representing Elizabeth' s  church and state, 
books one and five are the most pertinent when exploring questions of religious toleration and 
persecution in her policies, even though Spenser renders Elizabeth in other characters of the 
Faerie Queene's books as well ,  such as her representation through Britomart in book three. 
Book five's central conflict is Artegall's quest to liberate Irena, the allegorical 
representation of Ireland. The allegorical adventure represents, "the epochal struggle between 
English Protestantism and Catholicism" (Stoll xxi). However, not all of Artegall ' s  encounters 
relate to Catholicism. A possible reason for including other types of villains may be explained 
when considered within the context of Spenser's inspiration for book five: 
In the "Letter to Raleigh," Spenser names Aristotle as the primary source for his moral 
virtues, and The Nicomachean Ethics, particularly its fifth book, introduces a number of 
ideas that are key to Spenser' s treatment of justice. Aristotle asserts that justice depends 
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upon the golden mean, so that "the unjust is that which violates proportion" (V .iii .14 ) .  
(Stoll xii) 
For Spenser, Catholicism certainly represented one pole of disproportional, religious extremism. 
The opposite side on the spectrum of Christianity in England are "radical" Protestant groups. 
These groups are viewed by Spenser as similarly disproportional, especially when compared to 
Elizabeth 's  moderate religion, and thus are good candidates for inclusion in the book whose 
central story deals with Catholicism and Ireland. 
While Elizabeth 's  persecution of Catholics is well known, fellow Protestants were 
likewise subject to persecution during her reign. For example, she sought to quash Anabaptism, 
an extreme Protestant group that advocated for societal equality based on Protestant biblical 
principles. It has been estimated that between 2,000-2,500 Anabaptists were executed in 
Reformation England, which represents a "proportionally greater mortality than that of any of the 
other contending groups in the Reformation and Counterreformation eras" (Strayer 4 1 6). The 
third and final chapter of this thesis will argue that Anabaptists are figured in book five, canto 
two's  villain, the Egalitarian Giant. I will suggest that Spenser condones Elizabeth' s  efforts to 
remove Anabaptists from the country or kill them, because of the radical threat they posed to 
English society's strict hierarchical order. 
The Early Modern period contains many seeds of today's current thoughts and processes . 
Because of the Reformation and the consequences it entailed for monarchs in England who dealt 
religious fragmentation, it is a particularly fascinating period of study for the development of 
ideas surrounding religious toleration and persecution. Each monarch established their own 
policies to handle religious differences within their realm. In the Elizabethan period, those 
policies and the consequences they entailed for citizens of England are represented in Spenser's  
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The Faerie Queene. Books one and five are especially important because they contain 
representations of Elizabeth, her church, her state, and the mechanism of her justice. Many of the 
villains that they encounter, including Error, Duessa, and the Egalitarian Giant, represent 
challenges that Elizabeth faced in maintaining religious and political stability within her realm. 
By examining the scenes where the heroes encounter these giants, I hope to illuminate the ways 
that one brilliant mind justified violence and suppression in his society. 
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Chapter One 
Strangling Error in England: Elizabethan Censorship in Book One of The Faerie Queene 
The first villain in book one, canto one that the hero Redcrosse knight encounters on his 
quest, is Error. That she is the first villain of the entire epic, suggests her importance to the 
narrative. Redcrosse has not actually begun to learn about and develop the virtue of holiness, 
when he is immediately faced with a monster to overcome. Error' s  position in the plot may 
suggest that there was some sort of challenge or threat to even the pursuit of holiness in England. 
As the divinely appointed head of the church, Elizabeth was charged with enacting policies to 
bring about holiness in her country and its citizens. Error helps establish the challenging, 
unstable atmosphere in which Elizabeth was enacting those policies. How Spenser characterizes 
the villain Error, suggests that much of the instability Elizabeth faced stemmed from the effects 
of the printing press. 
Due to the burgeoning print technology in England during Spenser' s time, literacy rates 
and the amounts of printed materials were both on the rise. Even the English language itself was 
expanding in correspondence. Many found it an exciting feature of their day-part of the 
"expansive spirit of the age:" 
the language was reaching out to colonize new words - primarily from Latin and 
Greek, but also from modem languages - to express the crowding experiences the 
Elizabethans underwent, and the new knowledge of every kind which they were 
so rapidly acquiring . . .  All the commentators on the subject . . .  are aware of this 
movement of the spirit, and they are aware of it as something nevv and also 
characteristic of the time. (Rowse 24 3) 
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However, not everyone was thrilled by print technology, the proliferation of texts, and the 
expansion of new ideas. Queen Elizabeth I was threatened by the ideas of those who disagreed 
with her religious and political policies, and who spread their ideas through pamphlets and 
books. In an effort to control subversive ideas, Elizabeth practiced censorship. During 
Elizabeth 's  reign Parliament passed eleven statutes, "addressing treason and sedition that 
included in their definitions some form of the phrase 'by Wryting Pryntige Preachinge Speache 
express Wordes or Sayinges"' (Clegg 31). The foundation of what constituted treason or sedition 
was found in the 1 559 Act of Supremacy that "defined the limits of loyalty to the monarcy: 'that 
the Quenes Highnes is thonelye supreme Govemour of the Realme . . .  as well in all Spirituall or 
Ecclesiasiticall Things or Causes as Temporall" ' (Clegg 3 1 ) . This meant any text that questioned 
or disagreed with the Queen's  policies was subject to being called treasonous and could be 
censored. 
John Milton, who about fifty years after the publication of book one of The Faerie 
Queene wrote Areopagitica, articulates an intellectual and moral philosophy that stands in 
opposition to Elizabeth's literary censorship. He sees the increase of texts, even those that are 
incorrect, crude, or otherwise objectionable, as providing useful opportunities to test and develop 
character. To Milton, untested virtue is no virtue at all .  Writing specifically against literary 
censorship he concludes: 
I cannot praise a fugitive and cloister'd vertue, unexercis'd & unbreath'd, that 
never sallies out and sees her adversary, but slinks out of the race, where that 
immortall garland is to be run for, not without dust and heat. Assuredly we bring 
not innocence into the world, we bring impurity much rather: that which purifies 
us is triall, and triall is by what is contrary. That vertue therefore which is but a 
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youngling in the contemplation of evill, and knows not the utmost that vice 
promises to her followers, and rejects it, is but a blank vertue, not a pure; her 
whitenesse is but an excrementall whitenesse; 
Milton would have us engage with all types of texts, in order to test and strengthen our virtue. 
Predictably, Spenser seems to side with Elizabeth on the danger of uncontrolled ideas 
spread in print and condones censorship. He and Elizabeth would have been keenly aware of 
how print technology had historically aided religious divisions. Through censorship, Elizabeth's 
father, Henry VIII, had tried to stop Reformation ideas from spreading in print when he was stil l  
loyal to the Catholic church. Arguably, the failure of censorship in the 1520' s is what made the 
Protestant Reformation in England possible. Because print technology aided the English 
Protestant Reformation of the l 520's, Spenser probably recognized the l ikelihood of that same 
technology being used to aid religious fragmentation during Elizabeth' s  reign. Through the 
vil lain Error Spenser articulates his concerns that the outpouring of writings in books and 
pamphlets can stir controversy, promote confrontation, aid religious fragmentation, and lead 
many into political and religious error. In an environment of over-information, he observes there 
is much that can "seeme l ike truth," (book 1 ,  canto 7, stanza 1) and Spenser worries about 
society's ability to discern. Error is written as a philosophical argument that supports Elizabethan 
press censorship as a means to control the spread of dangerous ideas. 
Just as she does in many other points in the allegory, Una represents Queen Elizabeth and 
her policies. At the beginning of book one, Redcrosse and his beloved Una, "seeke some covert" 
and enter a "shadie grove ... that promist ayde the tempest to withstand" (canto 1, stanza 7, lines 
1 -3). As they listen to the captivating sounds of the forest and observe its varied trees, the two 
lose the path and become lost ( 1. 8-10). They follow a path that "beaten seemd most bare, I And 
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like to lead the labyrinth about," that brings them to a "hollowe cave I Amid the thickest woods" 
where Redcrosse dismounts his horse ( 1.11 ). Una recognizes that they are in Error' s  den and 
counsels Redcrosse to leave ( 1 .12.5-6). She notes that though the cave seems innocuous, "Oft 
fire is without smoke I And peril without show" ( 1.12 .4-5) . It is important to note the classical 
motifs of woods and labyrinths that Spenser draws on to establish Error' s setting. John M. 
Steadman compares Spenser 's  wood and labyrinth to Ovid ' s  Cretan labyrinth and the "shadowy 
wood . . .  in which Dante loses his way" (252).  He notes the motifs :  
were frequently regarded as  symbols of  the world and human life. In various 
commentaries, the labyrinth symbolizes the vanity, ignorance, and false wisdom 
of the world . . .  symbolism of the forest-labyrinth in terms of matter and 
multiplicity, Plato ' s  realm of opinion. In elaborating this symbol and some of its 
conventional associations, Spenser also exploits the familiar Platonic imagery of 
the dark cave (Error' s  den) as an image of the world, and of earthly ignorance and 
false knowledge. (252) 
Thus, even before Redcrosse encounters Error, we begin to sense that in this passage Spenser is 
concerned with society 's  ability to discern truth and the characteristics that lead people to be 
deceived or arrive at false conclusions. 
Redcrosse does not follow Una's  counsel and leave, explaining that "shame were to 
revoke, I The forward footing for an hidden shade" (1.12.8-9), or in other words, it would be 
"shameful to tum back because of obscuring shadows" (Kaske qtd. in Spenser, 9n5) . He 
confidently declares that: "Vertue gives her selfe light, through darkness for to wade" (1.12.9) .  In 
addition to not wanting to break chivalric code, Redcrosse feels  he will be guided and protected 
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by his moral strength and virtues. Though Una again counsels him to "Fly fly" away," he persists 
and enters the cave (1.13-14). 
Una' s warnings and Redcrosse's bravado are important to understanding Spenser and 
Elizabeth ' s  position on the Early Modem question of the place or usefulness of false or 
degrading written texts of all types and performances such as plays. Redcrosse is convinced that 
his personal righteousness will be enough to guide him through the cave and protect him as he 
faces the monster, which reflects a Miltonian type of perspective. Milton would have us engage 
with the monster, so to speak, in order to test and strengthen our virtues . Interestingly, regarding 
possible dangers involved with encountering error and evil, Milton makes almost the exact same 
argument as Redcrosse, when Redcrosse tells  Una that because he is virtuous, he will be 
unharmed in Error' s den (1.12 .9) .  Milton asserts : "To the pure, all things are pure, not only 
meats and drinks, but all kinde of knowledge whether of good or evil l ;  the knowledge cannot 
defile, nor consequently the books, if the will and conscience be not defil'd." Essentially Milton 
is saying that evil and error can only strengthen the virtuous person. But Una, representative of 
Elizabeth, counsels Redcrosse to avoid the monster altogether. Una plays a special role as 
Redcrosse 's  guide, and through her Spenser disagrees with Milton and advises that we should 
avoid interaction with false teaching and ideas altogether, perhaps for the benefit of our 
character, but also for stability in the realm. Elizabethan policies prevented, via the High 
Commission, treasonous and heretical texts that she deemed dangerous to the church and to her 
reign. Through Una, Spenser 's  wise counselor, he agrees with Elizabeth that ultimately 
censorship is best for the nation. 
Knowing that Milton seeks to emulate Spenser and that he even references The Faerie 
Queene in Areopagitica as Spenser' s heroes do test and strengthen their virtues through trial, the 
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assertion that Spenser and Milton disagree may seem strange. Spenser did choose to write an 
Arthurian romance and quest narratives for the heroes in his epic. Quests by the nature require 
the knights, or individual believers, to find and confront dangers as they develop the different 
virtues that each book in the epic discusses. Thus, on the one hand Spenser does generally argue 
for trial as a means of obtaining and strengthening virtue, which agrees with Milton' s  
perspective. However, belief that some or even many trials develop virtue does not require a 
belief that all trials are beneficial. At certain specific points in the text, Spenser will recognize a 
particular danger that he suggests is better to avoid. Because Spenser understood the danger of 
the printing press, he argues that in this one instance, it is better to refrain from the fight than to 
engage. It is also helpful to remember that the landscape had changed by the time that Milton 
was writing in the 1640' s-it was more open and accepting of religious fragmentation. Spenser, 
on the other hand, was still very concerned about maintaining a unified state religion. 
Descriptions of the monster Error' s body elaborate Spenser' s position and specifically 
warn that the Reformation ideal of individual biblical interpretation poses a threat to civil 
society. Redcrosse first views the monster Error by peering into a "darksome hole" ( 1.14.3 ). He 
sees that she is "Half like a serpent horribly desplaid, I But th'other halfe did womans shape 
retaine, I Most lothsom, filthie, foule and full of vile disdaine" (1.14.7-9). It is a fitting choice by 
Spenser that half of Error ' s  body be a snake, given the biblical tradition of the snake as a symbol 
of the devil, or the father of lies. That the other half of the monster is a woman is similarly 
appropriate, because women are able to produce offspring. Spenser draws on the female 
procreative ability to represent Protestant fragmentation. Redcrosse notices that there are: "A 
thousand yong ones . . .  sucking upon her poisnous dugs, eachone I Of sundrie shapes, yet all ill 
favored" (1.15.5-9). The Reformation encouraged individual engagement with the Bible. Thus, it 
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was inevitable that differing biblical interpretations of important questions would result. "The 
Reformation, by nature, was fragmented" but that there was, 
absolute agreement on one crucial point: The reformed church had no room for an 
authoritative single voice. There would be no Protestant pope. The fledgling 
Protestant churches, nevertheless, faced difficult questions. How would the 
reformed churches be organized? Was a reformed church possible if rejected by 
secular rulers? What role would secular authority play in ecclesiastical affairs? 
Who would discipline church members? (Brent et al . 77-78) 
Looking to the Bible people answered these and other significant questions, including the level 
of ornateness in churches, the appropriateness of vestments, whether the church should 
emphasize reading the Bible or the importance of the sacraments, and whether salvation was 
attained by faith or works. These questions were answered differently by different groups of 
people resulting in fragmentation within Protestantism that ultimately culminated in the English 
civil war. Spenser represents the differing interpretations of the Bible in answer to the important 
questions facing the church as the young snakes, an almost literal can of worms released by the 
Reformation. He is, rightly as it turned out, concerned about fragmentation as threats to truth, 
Elizabeth I ' s  reign, and national stability. 
When she was trying to dissuade Redcrosse from entering the cave Una also describes 
Error as a, "monster vile, whom God . . .  does hate" ( 1 .13. 7) . Another Protestant worry of the 
Reformation era may have added additional dimension to Spenser 's  anxieties as articulated in 
Una's  statement: 
Protestants believed that error had crept into the [Catholic] church; God's  very 
honor was at stake. Purifying the church meant first establishing right doctrine by 
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examining the Scriptures, then removing from the visible church those who 
deviated from the truth . . .  The honor of God demanded a Christian 
Commonwealth zealous for the truth. Failure to maintain doctrinal purity would 
incur God 's  displeasure and his punishment of famine, pestilence, or war (Nelson 
et al. 76). 
Spenser may have felt that it was not enough to simply not be Catholic, a religion he easily 
viewed as fundamentally flawed. Through Error' s children it seems that fragmentation caused 
Spenser to worry about Protestant ability to "maintain doctrinal purity," and that failure to do so 
may result in punishment from God upon the nation. That Una is the one who makes the 
statement reinforces Elizabeth 's  role as the divinely appointed head of the English Church. 
Spenser is propping up the church that she established and warning against divisions. 
Una' s advice on how to deal with Error further reflects Elizabeth 's  policies. Error notices 
that she is being watched by Redcrosse, and she flees from him ( 1.16.5-9). Redcrosse chases 
after her and they engage in battle (1.17). The monster wraps Redcrosse in her coils  and upon 
Una's instructions he squeezes her back until she releases him (1.19). Una's counsel : "Strangle 
her, els she wil l  strangle thee" ( 1.19 .4) makes the job of killing Error a matter of life or death for 
Redcrosse. Allegorically it makes the stemming of heretical and treasonous ideas likewise a 
matter of life or death for England. Elizabeth practiced prepublication censorship. The 
government reviewed texts before publication, suppressing works they deemed unworthy from 
being printed at all, rather than post-publication censorship that bans or otherwise restricts 
writings after they have already been disseminated. Just as Una counsels Redcrosse to strangle 
Error literally, Elizabeth attempted to strangle ideas figuratively, before her subjects could be 
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lead into error and national stability was destroyed. When Spenser presents killing Error as a 
matter of life and death he justifies her censorship. 
The next part of the story ties Protestant fra6>mentation more directly to print technology. 
Upon being strangled Error begins to vomit, and out of her spews, "A floud of poison horrible 
and blacke, I Full of great lumps of flesh and gobbets raw" ( 1.20.2-3). Redcrosse shrinks back 
from the foul smell and then she begins vomiting "bookes and papers" (1.20.4-6). That she has 
already devoured human flesh indicates that Spenser feels there has already been casualties of 
the soul and intellect in English society to Error. The books and papers have been connected to 
"the books that Philologia vomits up in Martianus Capella 's  De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii" 
(Steadman 253), but surely they may also be a reference to the burgeoning print technology in 
England during Spenser's  time. Through them Spenser ties Protestant fragmentation to print 
technology as the vehicle that promotes the spread of dangerous ideas. That the books and papers 
come out of Error after she is strangled may be Spenser allegorizing the perpetual struggle 
Elizabeth had from keeping objectionable printed materials out of England. Though she did 
censor, or strangle dangerous works from being published in England, that did not prevent works 
from being printed outside of England and brought into the country. Just as Redcrosse must 
continue to fight Error after he strangles her, so too did Elizabeth have to continually fight 
subversive texts and ideas in her kingdom. 
Redcrosse' s  encounter with Error is important to helping us understand the landscape in 
which Elizabeth was enacting her laws and how she utilized censorship to stem the flow of 
religious fragmentation. Further, by examining Error we see how for Spenser, her practice of 
censorship was necessary and justified. There were those, like Milton, who argued that 
subversive texts played an important role in society and should not be censored, but through his 
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allegory we can see that Spenser disagreed. Error' s  setting in a cave establishes Spenser' s 
distrust of the masses to engage with incorrect texts and discern truth. His description of Error 
and her babies helps us understand his concerns about Protestant fragmentation, and Error' s  
vomit ties fragmentation to print technology as a dangerous vehicle that promotes fragmentation. 
Through Una Spenser represents Elizabeth and her policies as a vital means for controlling the 
spread of religious and political error in England that threatens national and personal interests. 




Symbolic Witchcraft in Book One of Spenser's  The Faerie Queene 
Having established the difficult circumstances brought about by print technology and 
rising literacy rates in England, we are prepared to consider Elizabeth 's  policies that dealt with 
those groups of people that rejected her middle way. Roman Catholicism presented the greatest 
threat to her church and state. Elizabeth came to power following the Catholic Queen Mary, and 
there were many who still clung to Roman Catholic principles and ways of worshiping. The 
transition back to Protestantism was not instantaneous. Spenser represents the Catholic church 
through villains in book one of The Faerie Queene, which suggests he views Catholicism as a 
threat to the development of holiness to individual believers and to the state, though not all 
scholars focus on the political implications of their presence. 
Scholars who have written about Edmund Spenser's  book one of The Faerie Queene tend 
to focus on Spenser 's  theological understanding of the virtue holiness as expounded through the 
story of Redcrosse Knight, his beloved Una, and their adventures facing terrifying allegorical 
monsters such as Errour, Lucifera, Orgoglio, and Despair. The prominent villains of the story are 
Archimago and Duessa, who appear throughout the book, scheming together to tempt, deceive, 
and foil Redcrosse in his quest. Characteristically of Spenser, he writes Archimago and Duessa 
to function in the allegory on multiple levels. Duessa has been identified as representing 
falsehood, the Catholic church, and the "typical bad woman" (Kaske xv-xvi). Duessa embodies 
religious falsehood and adds that at l east for brief periods, Duessa also "carries historical 
meanings," so that in addition to representing abstract ideas she represents real political figures 
such as Mary Tudor and Mary, Queen of Scots (Hume 229-230). Though her character is 
described in many ways, throughout the story Spenser consistently describes Duessa using 
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witchcraft iconography, a natural pairing for the dominantly Protestant culture of Spenser' s time 
that closely associated Catholicism with witchcraft :  
Witchcraft . . .  was often used by Protestants as a symbol of that spiritual 
seduction practiced by the Roman Catholic Church through her false doctrine, 
clergy, and/or ritualism. Thus as a means of explaining the psychological 
mysteries of the Protestant mind that defected to Roman Catholicism, the charge 
of witchcraft became a double-edged blade in Protestant hands, wielded now 
against literal and then against symbolic practice. Accordingly, it became 
commonplace to use the terms magicians, conjurers, sorcerers, enchanters, 
jugglers, and the like to signify, in addition to literal practitioners, spiritual 
seducers-Roman Catholic false teachers. (Waters 281) 
One of the scenes that ties Duessa most closely to witchcraft comes in canto eight when 
her true nature is finally revealed to all, especially to Redcrosse whom she has deceived. After 
Orgoglio is killed, Arthur captures Duessa and rescues Redcrosse. Una decides that Duessa 
should be stripped of her disguise and banished. This scene too, has been traditionally read 
theologically by scholars, who explain it in terms of Truth exposing Falsehood. For example, 
Una' s  instructions to strip Duessa rather than kill her may symbolize "The full disclosure that 
Truth seeks; her vengeance goes no further" (Kaske 1 32n7). 
While allegorical interpretations focused on the theological components of the scene 
make it more palatable, these interpretations lack acknowledgement of the possible political 
messages at work in this point of the text. Book I does indeed explore theological and 
soteriological questions, but the fact that Redcrosse is on a quest for the Faerie Queene, ie. 
Queen Elizabeth as stated in Spenser's  letter to Raleigh (Spenser 205), is never to be forgotten. 
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Canto one begins b y  telling the reader that Redcrosse i s  in Gloriana' s  service (stanza 3). I n  canto 
twelve readers are reminded that Redcrosse is her servant and he must continue to serve her for 
six years before he may wed Una (stanza 1 8) .  By bookending the story with the reminder that 
Redcrosse serves the Queen along with persistent references in the story to contemporary 
political situations and problems, Spenser draws attention to the politics of the Reformation. In a 
time when religion and politics were inseparable, it makes sense that he would need to address 
both the religious and political aspects of holiness. Though Duessa represents many things in 
Spenser 's  rich allegory, her witchcraft is best understood in a political context. Duessa' s 
particular brand of witchcraft represents "institutionalized vanity and idolatry," which is 
"insidiously dangerous and damnable" (Pearson 729 emphasis added). So, Duessa should be 
interpreted most clearly representing Catholicism or Catholic believers at those points in the text 
when her witchcraft iconography is strongest, such as in the scene where she is banished. Thus, 
to regard this scene in purely abstract theological terms may be a mistake. A reading of canto 
eight with a political lens reveals Spenser's  condonement of the harsh Elizabethan policies 
towards Catholics in his day. 
Duessa endures a cruel punishment at the hands of Redcrosse and Arthur, but it is Una 
who orchestrates her punishment. Upon Una's instructions, the knights strip off Duessa's robes 
and ornaments: "Ne spared they to strip her naked all" (canto 8 stanza 46). What fol lows is an 
ugly description of her person, including her bald, scabby head, rotten teeth and gums, and 
shriveled breasts leaking "filthy matter" (8 .47). No part of Duessa is exempt from the knight' s  
examination. Spenser writes :  
Her nether parts, the shame of all her kind,' 
My chaster Muse for shame doth blush to write; 
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But at her rompe she growing had behind 
A foxes taile, with dong all fowly <light; (8 .48) 
Despite Duessa's  villainy, her punishment nevertheless stands out as particularly brutal and 
misogynistic. None of the male evil characters in Spenser' s story are subjected to this kind of 
horrific experience-being publicly stripped, examined and judged. This exact horrific 
experience was present in Spenser's England. How Redcrosse and Arthur treat Duessa closely 
parallels how women who were accused of witchcraft were actually treated. It has been noted 
that there was a particularly English "juridical concern with searching for a distinguishing mark 
on the body of the accused, identified either as the 'witche' s  mark' . . .  or as a 'devil ' s  mark" ' 
(Garrett 37). Particularly after the mid-sixteenth century, the period in which Spenser was 
writing the Faerie Queene, this widespread, invasive technique of searching an accused woman's  
body included, 
stripping the suspected woman naked, perhaps shaving her body hair, and . . .  
[pricking] every seemingly irregular growth or mark on her body . . .  In many 
surviving pamphlet accounts the incriminating mark turns out to be a small 
protrusion near the woman's  ' fundament' or 'privy place. (Garrett 37) 
"Fundament" and "privy place" of course refer to a woman's  genitalia. In Spenser's England the 
fear surrounding witchcraft made horrible violations of women' s bodies acceptable. 
In a political reading of Duessa's banishment scene, the intentional paralleling of her 
treatment to the treatment of women accused of witchcraft at the time seems clear. For Spenser, 
just as the terrible practice of searching a woman's  body was justified because witchcraft was 
perceived as a dangerous threat, so too were the country' s  harsh policies and practices towards 
Catholics, such as the drawing and quartering of treasonous Jesuit priests. Describing Duessa as 
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a witch suggests that, in Spenser 's  view, harsh punishments of Catholics were an appropriate 
response because Catholicism posed immediate, reoccurring, serious threats to the realm. This 
was especially true after Elizabeth 's  excommunication from the Catholic church in 1570. 
It is significant that Spenser chooses to situate Duessa's  banishment scene following a 
more overtly politically charged encounter. Arthur is seeking Redcrosse at the giant Orgoglio' s  
castle. After killing the giant and giving Duessa to his squire 's  care he continues to search for 
Redrcosse (8.24-29). Arthur comes to an old man in the castle, Ignaro, Orgoglio' s "foster 
father," who is unhelpful in leading Arthur to Redcrosse (8 .31-32). Arthur steals the old man's  
keys and begins opening doors in the castle (8 .34). In one ornately beautiful room he finds the 
blood of guiltless babes, and innocents trew, 
Which there were slaine, as sheepe out of the fold, 
Defiled was, that dreadfull was to vew, 
And sacred ashes over it was strawed new (8 .35) 
That the room is "rich arayd" (8 .35) points to the opulence of the Catholic church that 
Protestants condemned. The blood refers to, 
all who were killed on some religious charge. The babies suggest, among other 
things, the Slaughter of the Innocents . . .  The ashes suggest those martyrs who were 
burned, and the fact that they were scattered "new" suggests contemporaneous 
martyrdoms of Protestants by Catholics. (Spenser 129n7) 
Arthur also finds an altar in the room that clears away any uncertainty about the meaning of this 
scene. Spenser writes of the altar, "On which trew Christians blood was often spilt, I And holy 
Martyres often doen to dye, I With cruell malice and strong tyranny" (8 .36). Though Orgoglio is 
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directly responsible for the deaths, Duessa was Orgoglio ' s  lover who "wil lingly" went "into his 
armes" (7 .15) and who fights with him when Arthur attacks (8 :12-14). 
It is not accidental that Duessa's banishment scene comes right on the heels of Arthur 
finding evidence of Protestant persecution and Duessa fighting for the person responsible. The 
Orgoglio encounter is critical to presenting Duessa's  punishment as just, both in the context of 
the story itself and in the political allegory that runs through it. Through Duessa's  behavior 
Spenser implicates Catholic believers as participants in and defenders of the Catholic church that 
is responsible for the martyrdom of "trew Christian" Protestants, even if each individual believer 
did not perform those violent acts personally. Reference to Catholic violence towards Protestants 
and condemnation of individual Catholic believers justifies Spenser' s position on how to deal 
with Catholics in England as revealed through how Arthur and Redcrosse deal with Duessa. 
Una's role in canto eight provides further insight into Spenser's view of Elizabethan 
religious policy. When deciding what to do with the captured woman the knights realize that 
Duessa's life is in their hands to do what they will (8 .45). Una instructs them not to kill Duessa 
but instead to strip her and set her free (8 .45). If read politically, in this scene Una seems 
representative of Queen Elizabeth. Elizabeth felt pressure from other countries to, "go to the aid 
of other Protestants in Europe and to fight against Catholicism," but she was more concerned 
about keeping peace in England (Levin 1) . Una' s instructions to banish rather than kill are 
representative of Elizabeth's  decline to engage abroad in the fight against Catholicism, though 
Spain would eventually bring that fight to her. By the 1590's  Elizabethan policy was solely 
concerned with dealing with Catholicism at home in England and taking necessary measures to 
eradicate Catholic threats to her rei!:,'11. 
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scene theologically; rather, it simply offers an additional way to approach it in Spenser's  
deliciously complex tale. 
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Beyond representing Elizabeth 's  reluctance to join in the fight against Catholicism 
abroad, Una' s punishment is significant because of her gender. The knights did not decide and 
mete out Duessa's punishment on their own. The violence against Duessa was decided by 
another woman. Depending on your view, this makes Duessa ' s  punishment more legitimate or 
more despicable. Either Una as a woman possessed the right perspective and decided a just 
punishment for another woman, or, it is even worse that being a woman herself she would inflict 
such an invasive, humiliating punishment on Duessa. The text seems to suggest that Spenser 
takes the former view. Una consistently represents a pure, exalted sort of goodness and wisdom. 
Her punishment to strip Duessa rather than kill her is presented as a type of wise mercy. Una 
says: " 'To doe her die' . . .  'were despite, I And shame t'avenge so weake an enimy" (8 .45) .  Una 
and Duessa both being women suggests a shared experience that allows for proper judgement. 
Allegorically, Spenser may be saying that because Elizabeth' s  own life had been threatened by 
Catholic driven plots against her for being Protestant, including the Ridolfli plot of 1571, the 
Throckmorton plot of 15 83, the Parry plot of 1 5 85 and the Babington plot of 15 86, she may have 
been the person best positioned to understand what the punishments she declared meant for the 
Catholics that she punished, and that her punishments were ultimately just. 
For a book written in Spenser' s  time it makes perfect sense to look for political messages 
throughout a book attempting to define holiness and "Fashion a gentleman or noble person in 
virtuous and gentle discipline" (Spenser 205) .  By paying attention to how Spenser draws on 
witchcraft iconography as he constructs Duessa, readers find pertinent political allegorical 
messages, particularly in her banishment scene, that suggest Spenser agrees with Elizabethan 
policy towards Catholics in England. This reading does not supplant readings that analyze the 
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Chapter Three 
The Egalitarian Giant and Anabaptism in Book Five of The Faerie Queene 
Catholicism represented one extreme of Christianity in Elizabeth's  England as she sought 
to establish a middle way. Radical protestant groups such as Anabaptism represented the other. 
Anabaptism originated in Germany when Conrad Grebel and Felix Manz parted ways with 
Reformation leader Ulrich Zwingli over the practice of infant baptism. As the radical religion 
spread across Europe, it became a problem the Tudor monarchs had to address. Scholars believe 
Anabaptists were active in England beginning in the 1530 ' s  and that persecution of Anabaptists 
began almost immediately. They were "associated with foreigners arrested for heresy" (Horst 
qtd. in Pauls 60). In Calvin' s  mind and others, "Anabaptists, like Papists, were seen as a radical 
group opposed to the civil and ecclesiastical order established by Henry VIII" (Pauls 62). The 
term "Anabaptist" is actually a pejorative name given to the group by their opponents and not 
espoused by themselves. It was almost synonymous with "rebel." Anabaptists were 
fundamentally opposed to compulsion of any kind in relation to faith (Bender 4 ). This belief 
inevitably put them in conflict with the established church of the day, whether Catholic or 
Protestant. The Anabaptists were threatening for their rejection of worldly authority and, thanks 
to their enthusiastic missionary efforts, their rapidly growing number of believers (Bender 5). By 
1538 Henry VIII was "hot against heresy and suspicions of reform" and that he helped draft a 
"fierce proclamation . . .  giving Anabaptists . . .  ten days to get out of the country" (Haigh 136). 
Edward likewise sought to strictly control the spread of Anabaptism during his reign. As he and 
Cranmer reformed the Church of England, they used "the Articles of Religion" to respond "to the 
errors of Anabaptists and Protestant extremists" (Haigh 180). In Elizabeth 's  time Anabaptism 
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became such an issue that she issued a royal proclamation against Anabaptists in 1560. It 
declared: 
The Quenes Majestie . . .  Wylleth and and chargeth all manner of persons borne 
eyther in forreine partes, or in her Majesties dominions, that have conceaved any 
maner of such hereticall opinions the Anabaptists do holde, and meaneth not by 
charitable teachynge to be reconciled, to depart out of this Realme within twenty 
days after this Proclamation, uppon payne of forfayture of all theyr goodes and 
Cattelles, and to be imprysoned and further punyshed, as by the lawes eyther 
ecclesiastical or temporall ,  in such case is prouyded." ( qtd. in Pauls 62) 
Many Anabaptists were persecuted during her reign by enforcement of this proclamation. Many 
of those who did not comply by leaving England were burned at the stake for heresy. 
Such a group seems ripe for allegorical representation in Spenser 's  epic as he justifies 
Elizabethan religious persecution. In canto two of book five Spenser crafts a "Gyant," that the 
hero of the story, Artegall ,  and his servant Talus encounter on their quest. Many scholars refer to 
the Giant as the "Egalitarian Giant." Allegories by nature open themselves to varied and leveled 
interpretations, and the name used by scholars encompasses any group of people that argued for 
more democratic, socialist, or communist principles in Early Modem England. I suggest that one 
appropriate interpretation of the Giant is Anabaptism, because of their teachings and practices 
that posed a threat to stability within the realm. Working with the premise that the Giant figures 
Anabaptism, by looking carefully at Artegall and Talus' interactions with the Giant we can 
understand Spenser 's  response to Anabaptist principles and the justification he provides of 
Elizabeth's policies that sought to eradicate their influence in England. 
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The scene with the Giant comes after Artegall and Talus encounter and kill Pollente and 
Munera. They continue on their journey and come to a sea where they find a large crowd of 
people l istening to a "mighty Gyant" (canto 2, stanzas 29- 30). They see the Egalitarian Giant 
standing on a rock holding up "An huge great paire of ballance in his hand, I With which he 
boasted in his surquedrie" (2.30.3-4). Just as they are today, in Spenser's Early Modern period 
balances were a common symbol of justice. "The bal ance is the oldest element in the 
iconography of justice, both secular and divine" (Biagioli 280) .  Historical use of the balance as a 
symbol for justice beginning in ancient Egypt and relates that the symbol was, "stabilized in the 
Renaissance" (Biagioli 280).  Boastfully taking justice in his hands the Giant says he will balance 
all the elements of the earth: land, sea, wind, and fire, then he will balance heaven and hell, "and 
all that did within them all containe; I Of all whose weight, he would not misse a fether (2 .31 ). 
His plan is to place all of them on the balance "And looke what surplus did of each remaine," 
then divide things equally between all parties (2.31.8-9). The Giant states the reason they need to 
be balanced is because in their current state "all unequall were I And had encroached upon others 
share" (2 .32 .1-2) . Not only elements, but people, "realms and nations" in his view have "run 
awry" and require sorting out, so that "all things would reduce unto equality" (2.32). 
The views of the Giant closely parallel the revolutionary Anabaptists social disbelief and 
nonconformity to the monarchical hierarchal structure of England. Spenser, 
introduces an agitator, the Giant with the scales, who advocates an egalitarian 
communist society to a great assembly . . .  Communist ideas had long existed in 
England. Langland' s  Envy argues that 'alle thinges under hevene ought to ben in 
commune. '  . . .  In 1589, Bishop Cooper attacked Anabaptists who - like Spenser' s 
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Giant- wanted communism and ' a  general equality, most dangerous to the society 
of men. ' (Hill 579) 
Just as the giant felt that the world was disproportional and "unequall," the Anabaptists thought 
that current system gave unequal and inappropriate power to the Queen and her government. The 
Giant 's  desire to weigh and redistribute both earthly and heavenly elements may represent the 
Anabaptist opinion that the Queen's  power was inappropriate in both temporal and especially 
spiritual matters. For the Giant and the Anabaptists, balancing society would create a new order 
that equally distributed that power. Understanding of Anabaptist social beliefs is improved with 
the following observation: 
An inevitable corollary of the concept of the church as a body of committed and 
practicing Christians pledged to the highest standard of New Testament living 
was the insistence on the separation of the church from the world, that is non­
conformity of the Christian to the worldly way of life . .  . In a sense, this principle 
of non-conformity to the world is merely a negative expression of the positive 
requirement of discipleship, but it goes further in the sense that it represents a 
judgement on the contemporary social order, which the Anabaptists called "the 
world," as non-Christian, and sets up a line of demarcation between the Christian 
community and worldly society. (Bender 1 8- 1 9) 
This drawing of a line between Anabaptists and "the world" resulted in specific social beliefs 
and behaviors. In addition to their opposition to magistracy, examples of these beliefs and 
behaviors that drew persecution from Elizabeth include objection to the use of force, and the 
refusal to swear and take oaths (Pauls 66) .  
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Artegall speaks to the Giant after hearing the ideas being proposed and taught to the 
crowd. He tells the Giant that to equalize the world: "In sted of right me seemes great wrong dost 
shew" (2.34.3). The two engage in a conversation and express their view of what is right and 
why. Arte gall expresses a fear of the change that would result if the Giant' s  plan were put into 
action. He starts by asserting that God has ordered society as it is :  "For at the first they all 
created were I In goodly measure, by their Makers might" (2 .35. 1 -2). He continues, and places 
emphasis on the comfort of everyone knowing their place in the current system: 
Such heavenly justice doth among them mine, 
That every one doe know their certaine bound, 
In which they doe these many years remaine, 
And mongst them al no change hath yet beene found . . .  
All change is perilous, and all chaunce unsound. (2.36. 1 -4, 7) 
Spenser' s warning against change feels sincere and perhaps justified given that the massive 
changes that had already occurred during the Reformation had undeniably brought with them 
violent social, political, and religious conflicts, and what the Anabaptists recommended were 
even more extreme changes. Writings of the period reflect a similar fear of Anabaptists and the 
type of social change they advocated. For example, the influential chaplain Daniel Featley 
writes, because of their "malignity" to magistracy, their heresy "strikes at Authority itselfe . . .  
and if this Sect prevaile, we shall have no Monarchie in the State, nor Hierarchie in the Church, 
but an Anarchie in both" (qtd in Pauls 63). 
In response to Artegall ' s  fearful comments, the Egalitarian Giant accuses Artegall of not 
being able to see how "each estate quite out of order goth" (2.37.3). He asks Artegall :  "Were it 
not good that wrong were then surceast, I And from the most, that some were given to the least?" 
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(2.3 7.3 ,8-9). His comments too, do not seem grossly unreasonable given the vast differences in 
quality of life and amount of power between royalty and the upper classes and commoners in 
Spenser's England. The giant proposes again to overthrow the current system and "equalize," 
saymg: 
Tyrants that make men subject to their law, 
I will suppresse, that they no more may raine; 
And Lordlings curbe, that commons over-aw; 
And all the wealth of rich men to the poore will draw (2.38 .6-9). 
Views raised by Anabaptists capture a fundamental problem the Monarchy faced as a result of 
the Reformation. Protestantism naturally leads to democracy and a leveling of hierarchy. For the 
monarchy and its supporters, like Spenser, this meant a great fear of the masses and the challenge 
of allowing for a theology that undermines hierarchy while maintaining a social and political 
system in which hierarchy is fundamental. It seems Spenser understood the root of the problem 
as a religious one, so his central answer to the Giant 's  complaints is an appeal to God's  definitive 
authority, stating that all things : 
live, they die, like as he doth ordaine, 
Ne ever any asketh reason why 
The hils doe not the lowly dales disdaine; 
The dales doe not the lofty hils envy. He maketh Kings to sit in soverainty; 
He maketh subjects to their power obay; 
he pullet downe, he setteth up on hy; 
He gives to this, from that he takes away. 
For all we have is his :  what he list doe, he may. (4.2 1 )  
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Spenser's  characterization of the crowd that listened to the Giant reflects disdain for 
English citizens that listened and agreed with the foreign Anabaptists teachings. The Giant is 
teaching a crowd, which reflects the zealous missionary efforts of the Anabaptists. Spenser 
brands those that listen to the Egalitarian Giant, "fooles, women, and boys," (2 .30.9) clearly 
grouping together those of his period that were thought to be intellectually inferior and 
immature. He also calls them "vulgar" (2 .33 . 1 )  and "simple peoples" (2.33 .  7). He goes further 
and accuses them of selfishness and impertinence as he writes: "Like foolish flies about an hony 
crocke, I In hope by him great benefite to gaine, I And uncontrolled freedom to obtaine" (2 .33 .3-
5) .  Similarly, he cal ls  the Giant "high aspyring" (2 .50.9) .  Al l  of these descriptions brand 
Anabaptists and those who courted their ideas as the poor, foolish masses that reached for 
privileges beyond their rightful ,  designated spheres. Writings of the period reflect similar 
characterizations. Elizabeth ' s  Archbishop of Canterbury, John Whitgift writes in his Answer to 
the Admonition that the Anabaptists "won authority among the simple and ignorant people . . .  
they taught that the civil magistrate had not authority in ecclesiastical matters . . .  They sought to 
overthrow commonwealths and states of government" ( qtd. in Padelford 44 1 ) .  
The Giant is  ultimately destroyed by Talus who, 
down the rock him throwing, in the sea him dround 
Like as a ship, whom cruel! temptest drives 
Upon a rocke with horrible dismay, 
Her shattered ribs in thousand peeces rives . . .  
So downe the cliffe the wretched Gyant tumbled;  
His  battred balances in peeces lay, 
His timbered bones all broken rudely rumbled, 
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So was the high aspyring with huge ruine humbled. (2 .49 .9, 2 .50. 1 -3 ,6-9) 
When the crowd sees the Giant die they rise up "mutinying, to stirre up civil! faction, I 
For certaine losse of so great expectation" (2.5 1 .2-3) . Artegall has Talus approach them, and the 
people attack (2.52-53). When their efforts to hurt him fail the people flee and hide "themselves 
in holes and bushes from his view" (2 .53 .9) .  Clearly, in Spenser 's  view, Artegall wins the 
argument with the Giant. Only the simple fall for his misguided, dangerous, treasonous ideas. 
Thus, his punishment at Talus' hand is just. The kingdom cannot allow such ideas to flourish and 
disrupt the social order, either in the Faerie land or in England. That the masses ultimately hide 
seems to be Spenser indicating that those who listened to the Giant are, rightly, both fearful and 
ashamed of what they have done. Through Artegall and Talus' defeat of the giant, Elizabeth' s 
policies that sought to defeat Anabaptism are justified by Spenser. 
Anabaptism posed a threat to Elizabeth because of their espousal of ideas that 
undermined the religious teachings and political structures that she sought to enforce. Spenser 
captures their threat through the Egalitarian Giant and uses Artegall to voice Spenser's  response 
to their philosophies that would radically change the order in England. His arguments are based 
on appeals to God 's  authority and show a status quo bias. Spenser brands individual Anabaptist 
believers as simple, foolish, and greedy. When Artegall and Talus dispose of the giant and shame 
his followers he justifies Elizabeth's  polices that forced the removal of Anabaptists in England 
upon punishment of imprisonment, forfeiture of goods, or death. 
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Conclusion 
The Protestant Reformation naturally opened the door for more democratic ideals as it 
encouraged individual engagement with the bible and a rejection of the Pope's  supreme 
authority. However, the march towards democracy and religious freedom was a slow one. 
Reformation leaders like Luther and Calvin were magisterial and supported a uniform religion to 
maintain civic order. In many ways , the Anabaptists were simply ahead of their time: 
There can be no question but that the great principles of freedom of conscience, 
separation of church and state, and volunteerism in religion, so basic in American 
Protestantism, and so essential to democracy, ultimately are derived from the 
Anabaptists of the Reformation period, who for the first time clearly enunciated 
them, and challenged the Christian world to follow them in practice. (Bender 3-4) 
Though there were some in Elizabethan England who would have liked to follow them, their 
rejection of Elizabeth' s  religious and political authority posed too great a threat to the established 
order and Elizabeth took steps to suppress them. These ideas eventually needed a new land in 
which to grow, which they found in the Americas where they flourished. It took time for both 
individuals and rulers to come to terms with the effects of the Protestant Reformation, and it had 
begun only about forty years before Elizabeth came to power. 
The Reformation divided individuals over important religious beliefs and practices and 
new sects of Christianity began to form. In a time of England when church and state were 
inseparable, religious divides within the realm posed serious threats to national stability. Each 
monarch had to decide how much toleration of difference they would extend to their citizens. 
Though Elizabeth is considered more moderate in her approach to religion, her moderation did 
not equal toleration. She enacted harsh policies in an effort to stem the further proliferation of 
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ideas that lead to  religious fragmentation and persecuted those who would not outwardly 
conform to her state religion. 
Edmund Spenser argues in favor of her harsh policies in his epic poem The Faerie 
Queene. In books one and five he figures Elizabeth, her church, state, and the mechanism 
through which she dispensed justice to her citizens through the characters Una, Redcrosse, and 
Talus. In his villains, including Error, Duessa, and the Egalitarian Giant Spenser represents the 
challenges to Elizabeth' s  reign. By analyzing the encounters his heroes have with these villains 
we can understand the ways in which he j ustified her violent and suppressive policies . 
Error helps establishes the conditions in England under which Elizabeth negotiated her 
policies . Spenser recognized the dangers print technology and rising literacy rates presented to 
maintaining uniformity and stability. He champions Elizabeth 's  practice of censorship to stop 
subversive ideas from being spread within her kingdom. Though his quests advocates for trail as 
a means to develop virtue within individual believers, his text does not assert that every trial is 
wise, and he believes that dangerous texts should be avoided. Thus, censorship is justified as a 
means of protecting the individual believer' s ability to pursue holiness within the one true church 
of England. 
Duessa embodies the Roman Catholic church and its bel ievers, which represented the 
greatest rivaling religious threat to Elizabeth 's  Protestant church and serious threats to political 
stability as wel l .  Through his representations Spenser condemns the opulence of the Catholic 
church, its practices that resemble magic, and their history of killing Protestant believers. As Una 
decides the punishment for Duessa, Spenser asserts that because Elizabeth 's  own life was 
threatened by Catholic plots to eliminate her, she is just in her treatment of Catholics within 
England. 
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Finally, Anabaptism i s  represented through the Egalitarian Giant. Anabaptists brought 
radical ideas to England that challenged not only certain doctrines and practices of the church, 
such as infant baptism, but also challenged the monarchical structure of England. Because of 
their beliefs and teachings Elizabeth branded them both treasonous and heretical and ordered 
their removal from England . Spenser agrees with her judgements about their position in England 
and voices his opinions through Artegall, who supports the monarch as the ruler ordained by God 
to her proper place. He dismisses the ideas that challenge his beliefs and those who adopt them 
as selfish and senseless. 
Spenser's  work should matter to those who are interested in maintaining a pluralistic 
society because they show the ways in which domination and persecution of others can be 
justified in the name of stability. It shows the way that those who embrace Christian teachings of 
charity, brotherly kindness, and forgiveness can be misled into thinking that their actions which 
clearly violate these teachings can be made acceptable. It is my hope that through my work in 
this thesis individuals will be able to reflect on the acts of suppression and violence that are 
currently being justified in our modem world and see parallels  that will help them avoid 
dangerous mindsets. 
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